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Really, it’s true!
I read it on the Internet!
What do Katy Perry, Meryl Streep, Anderson Cooper and
Chelsea Clinton have in common? They have all eaten
human flesh at LA’s notorious cannibal restaurant,
Cannibal Club. The private restaurant has long operated
under the radar in Los Angeles, with rumors circulating
about who has attended and what is really served behind
closed doors. Now a leaked Cannibal Club document has
exposed some of the notorious restaurant’s “elite”
patrons.
More on Snopes website:
https://www.snopes.com/whats-new/

Introduction
• Bertrand Russell (1872-1970)

– Philosopher, mathematician, author of Skeptical Essays argued:
• Most of civilization’s dangers are not the result of ignorance but of
arrogance
– Not the result of knowing too little but the result of assuming too much

– Such arrogance can be reduced by skepticism

• It is better to doubt an assertion until it is proven true than to believe
an assertion until it is proven false

• I want to polish our skeptical skills in this course, hoping to
–
–
–
–
–

Bag the bull
Scoop the poop
Rake the fake
Spy the lie
Junk the bunk

Information versus misinformation
• What is information?

– Engineering (Shannon & Weaver, 1948): anything that reduces
uncertainty
– Humanities: anything that leads us to believe what is true or to doubt
what is false;

• What is misinformation?

– Engineering: Noise, error
– Humanities: anything that leads us to doubt what is true or to believe
what is false

• Approaches to the study of (mis)information
–
–
–
–

Philosophical: Epistemology, logic, evidence, rhetoric
Legal: privacy, libel, defamation, slander, lying, fraud
Economic: marketing, advertising, image, brand, spin
Psychological/social: attention, beliefs, attitudes, preferences, social
constructions, ideologies, communication biases, etc.
• The approach of this course

Bull
(AKA lies, half-truths, biases, distortions, fake news,
misinformation)
Why do people produce this stuff?
Why do people consume it?
Is there anything wrong with bull?
If yes, what can be done to reduce it?
A social psychological perspective

Course topics
1. Information growth and the economy of
attention
2. Attitude formation and change
3. Advertising
4. Propaganda and education
5. Science and science journalism
6. Skeptical skills

Where is Waldo? Flavours of (mis)information
How can we distinguish the truth from what’s left?
Why should we care?

Hype

Fabrications

Bogus
Excuses

News
Advertising
Secrets
Non sequitur Ad hominum
Connotations
Anecdote

Public relations
Half-truth

Junk news

Political correctness

Hoaxes
Expert opinion

Gossip

Predictions

Fiction

Counterfeit

Historical note
• Misinformation (falsehoods, lies, bullshit, etc.)
has existed ever since the invention of language
• Discussions about it became the foundation of
Greek philosophy, rhetoric
• Known variously as propaganda, yellow
journalism, biased reporting, half truth, false
rumour, selective memory, controlling the
narrative, spin, fake news, etc.
• Studied by social psychologists and others as
examples of attitude formation and change

A first look at fake news

Fake News: Wikipedia definition
Fake news is a type of yellow journalism or propaganda that consists of
deliberate misinformation or hoaxes spread via traditional print and
broadcast news media or online social media.
Fake news is written and published with the intent to mislead in order
to damage an agency, entity, or person, and/or gain financially or
politically, often using sensationalist, dishonest, or outright fabricated
headlines to increase readership, online sharing, and Internet click
revenue [“click bait”].
Fake news websites (also referred to as hoax news websites) are
Internet websites that deliberately publish fake news—hoaxes,
propaganda, and disinformation purporting to be real news—often
using social media to drive web traffic and amplify their effect. Unlike
news satire, fake news websites deliberately seek to be perceived as
legitimate and taken at face value, often for financial or political gain.

Bull? Consider some “news” headlines…
(all from http://worldnewsdailyreport.com)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Death row inmate eats entre bible as his last meal
Zookeeper arrested after trying to molest 500-pound male gorilla
Tornado carries mobile home 130 miles, family inside unharmed
DNA tests prove retired postman has over 1,300 illegitimate children
Woman born with two vaginas sues gov’t over right to have two husbands
Preacher forces son to eat entire bible after he converts to Islam
Muslim man says bacon miraculously cured him of homosexuality
4-year old Mormon prophet marries 4 girls in controversial ceremony

https://www.buzzfeed.com/craigsilverman/top
-fake-news-of2016?utm_term=.ljaVEjpLo#.dnvyvWdJq

Popular sources of fake, biased, junk news
•

•
•
•
•
•

List of websites offering fake political news
– https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_fake_news_websites
– https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fake_news_website#Misuse_of_the_term
– https://www.vice.com/en_ca/article/qvwkmv/the-ten-most-toxic-pieces-offake-news-in-2017
Breibart News Network
– http://www.breitbart.com
World News Daily Report
– http://worldnewsdailyreport.com
Wrestle Drop
– http://www.wrestledrop.com
Break your own (fake) news
– http://breakyourownnews.com
Trump’s opinion
– https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-fix/wp/2017/10/23/trump-sayspoll-about-fake-news-published-by-dishonest-politico-is-realnews/?utm_term=.a04da9db0e46

Bull?
A peek at selective news & biased reporting sources

• Breibart News Network
– http://www.breitbart.com

• Press TV
– http://www.presstv.com

• Pravda
– http://www.pravdareport.com

Advanced bull?
Anything to doubt about the news article below?
GREENERY MAY HELP YOU LIVE LONGER, NEW STUDY SUGGESTS
Ottawa Citizen
12 Oct 2017
A new study suggests having daily exposure to trees and other greenery can extend
your life. Dan Crouse of the University of New Brunswick, along with other researchers
across Canada and the U.S., studied 1.3 million Canadians in 30 cities over an 11-year
period. “We found that those who have more trees and vegetation around where they
lived had an eight to 12 per cent reduced risk of dying compared to those who didn’t,”
Crouse said Wednesday. The findings are published in this month’s issue of The Lancet
Planetary Health.
Original article:
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanplh/article/PIIS2542-5196(17)30118-3/fulltext

Break!

The economics of attention
• Attention is necessary to convert information outside our
head into knowledge inside our head, and vice versa
– What we “pay”, like the time we “spend”

• Attention does not accumulate or expand. It can only be
diverted, like a flashlight shining on a small circle
• Attention is a finite, nonrenewable resource
– 80 years = about 701,000 hours of attention in a lifetime

• In contrast, information does accumulate, rapidly!
• And it much easier to distribute now than even 20 years ago
because of the Internet

Examples of accumulated information
• 129,865,000 books published worldwide in past
2,000 years
– Currently, 600,000 – 1,000,000 books published each
year in US alone

• Over one billion websites worldwide as of 2014
– Want to examine all during an 80-year life? 34,223
sites per day

• You Tube
– Over 7 billion videos now available
– 200,000 years to watch all existing videos

Information growth:
Each minute on the Internet
Social media gain 840 new users
455,000 Tweets are added
YouTube users upload 576 hours of new video
Instagram users upload 46,740 posts
Facebook adds over 3 million posts, 510,000 comments, 293,000 status
updates, and 136,000 photos
• 3,607,080 Google searches are conducted worldwide
• 15,220,700 texts are sent worldwide
•
•
•
•
•

• Source: https://blog.microfocus.com/how-much-data-is-created-on-theinternet-each-day/

Examples of information growth: Psychology
• Web of Science (former ISI) estimate for 2006 (one year):
– 1.35 million science articles published in 23,750 journals.
– Growth rate = about 2.5% - 9% per year; doubling time = 9-20 years
• PsycInfo (# of research abstracts for about 2,500 journals)
Year

# research articles

1950

3,860

1960

4,979

1970

11,953

1980

18,218

1990

37,051

2000

55,820

2010

136,433

2016

156,988 = 430/day = 18/hour

Result: use of citation counts, journal “impact factor” to judge quality
Consequence: “Colon-title,” “counter citation”, other gambits

The problem
• Information accumulates. Attention does not.
• So we must be increasingly selective in what we attend to and
what we ignore
• How do make our selections? What are the consequences?
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Information and attention
• Dimensions of information growth
– Length (history)
– Breadth (topics)
– Depth (detail)

• Adapting to information growth

– Truncation. Ignore different kinds of information: history, sports, world events,
etc. Often known as(self-)censorship
– Synopsis. Summarize, make a long story short, stories  headlines

• Popular kinds of selective attention criteria
1.
2.
3.
4.

Understanding: comprehension, meaning, terminology
Truth: facts verifiable using logic and the five senses.
Importance: practical, conceptual, psychological, social, etc.
Interest: arousal, curiosity, imagination

• Question: In which order do we use these criteria to make our attentional
choices? What are the consequences?

Demonstration:
Which three articles would you read?
1. Students discover math professor had past as gay porn star
2. Changes in the Positivity of Migrant Stereotype Content: How System-Sanctioned
Pro-Migrant Ideology Can Affect Public Opinions of Migrants
3. Seven more earthlike-planets discovered around nearby stars
4. Canada’s top CEOs will earn your annual salary before lunch today
5. Adaptive behaviors can improve the system consilience of a network system
6. An unusual link between Alzheimer’s and coconut oil
7. Liberals’ new ‘pension for life’ for veterans fails to live up to campaign promises
8. Hundreds of cancellations at Toronto’s airport due to wintery weather
9. Trump says illegals will “fall in love” with him
10. Kim Jong-un says he can hit U.S.: ‘The nuclear button is always on my desk’
11. Celebs who died and no one said a word
12. How to remove eye bags and lip lines without surgery
13. The methodological underdog: A review of quantitative research in the key adult
education journals
14. Paris Hilton is engaged

How did you decide?
•
•
•
•
•

Comprehension? Did you understand the title?
Interest?
Importance?
Truth?
What % people would recall a headline without
reading or verifying its body?
– “I read somewhere that coconut oil causes
Alzheimer’s.”

• Implications for the economics and evolution of
“news”?

Possible consequences: Lily pads in large ponds
Information

Old days:
Shared information

Information
Today:
Specialization

Future:
Ideology?
Information

A sample of recommended readings
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thaler, R., & Sunstein, C. (2008) Nudge.
Kahneman, D. (2013). Thinking: Fast and slow.
Jacobs, A. (2017). How to think.
Cialdini, R. (2008). Influence: Science and practice
Journalist’s Resource. https://journalistsresource.org
Fact checking https://www.factcheck.org
John Bohnnon and
chocolatehttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Bohannon#Misleading_chocolat
e_study
Junk science examples. https://www.acsh.org/news/2016/11/30/top-16-junkscience-stories-2016-10509
20 things scientists need to know about policy-making.
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2013/dec/02/scientists-policygovernments-science
How to tell good research from bad.
https://journalistsresource.org/studies/society/news-media/good-researchbad-quality-journalism-tips

End of Lecture 1

Extra slides follow

Fighting fake news: education & fact checks
•

CBC

– http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/fake-news-students-media-literacy-1.4297256

•

BBC

– http://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-42242630
– https://www.engadget.com/2017/12/06/bbc-fake-news/

•

Facebook

– https://techcrunch.com/2017/10/05/facebook-article-information-button/
– https://www.recode.net/2017/8/28/16215622/facebook-block-publishers-advertising-adsfake-news-zuckerberg

•

Google

– https://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2017/09/19/google-bankrolls-canadian-school-programtargeting-fake-news.html

•

Annenberg Public Policy Center: fact checking
– https://www.factcheck.org

•

Digital forensic research lab
– https://medium.com/dfrlab

•

Politifact

– http://www.politifact.com

For skeptical skills class
• Shibutani and Sherlock Holmes

Basic rhetoric
• Rhetoric (Greek) = the art and science of persuasion.
• Three types of arguments (From Aristotle’s Rhetoric, circa
367-322 BC)
– Logos: appeals based on logic, reason, and order
– Ethos: appeals based on credibility, authority, and character
– Pathos: appeals based on emotion

• Cicero’s five cannons of rhetoric, Institutio Oratoria (circa
50 BC)
–
–
–
–
–

Inventio (invention). Developing and polishing arguments
Dispositio (arrangement). Organizing your arguments
Elocutio (style). Figures or speech, examples, etc.
Memoria (memory). Memorizing arguments
Actio (delivery). Performing your arguments

